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Abstract—In this paper, we discuss a method for scheduling
a set of parallel tasks modeled by a generic DAG task model.
We present a method that handles the intra-task parallelism
between computational units as well as the parallelization of
individual computational units in order to schedule the tasks on
multiple CPU cores. We introduce a density packing problem
that describes our approach for handling intra-task parallelism
in order to minimize the overall task minimum peak density.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Compared to traditional real-time applications, recent realtime applications such as sensor processing, vision processing
and deep learning neural networks [2] require more computation bounded requirements and have complicated task model
structures such as multi-segment [3] and DAG [4] task models.
Following this trend, even simple and cheap embedded boards
have recently adopted multi-core CPU architectures [5] to
support the parallel execution of tasks. For real-time tasks
requiring heavy computation and modeled by complicated
structures such as the one shown in Figure 1, methods to
parallelize and schedule these tasks on multi-core processors
are needed.
An optimal algorithm for parallelizing and scheduling a
set of parallel tasks with multiple parallelization options on
multiple CPU cores is presented in [1]. This paper addresses
the scheduling problem as a density minimization problem,
seeking to minimize the peak task set density of a task set
described by a multi-segment task model. While this paper
addresses scheduling multiple parallel tasks and determines the
parallelization options for task segments during the scheduling
process, it does not consider tasks in which intra-task segments
are run in parallel. In other words, it only considers a multisegment task model in which each task is represented as a
sequential series of executable units. However, there is need
to consider tasks in which computational units within a task
itself can be scheduled to be run in parallel. This introduces a
new layer of complexity to the scheduling problem addressed
by [1]. For tasks that can be represented by a directed acyclic
graph (DAG), we must determine how we will group or
arrange parallel segments and how we will determine the
density of these grouped segments.
In this paper, we address this scheduling problem of assigning parallelization options as a part of the scheduling process
for tasks that can be represented by a DAG task model.

Fig. 1: Automotive task described by DAG task model

II. P ROBLEM & A PPROACH
As mentioned, an optimal algorithm for parallelizing and
scheduling a set of parallel tasks with multiple parallelization
options assuming a multi-segment task model underlies the
tasks of interest has been introduced. Each segment Sk of
the multi-segment task has p parallelization options such
that a possible option for the segment could be represented
as Optk = p. For example, consider that segment S1 has
parallelization option Opt1 = 2 for task τi . This means that
segment S1 of τi is parallelized into 2 threads. As p increases
and the number of threads increases, the time it takes to
execute a given segment decreases and thus the segment can
be completed by a shorter deadline. However, because the
execution of the segment has been divided across multiple
threads, the computational resources it takes to complete a
segment that has been heavily parallelized also increases. In
other words, The density of a segment with Optk = pb is
greater than a segment where Optk = pa if pb > pa . This
is because, as the parallelization of a segment increases, the
parallelization overhead increases as well.
In this paper, we consider a a set of n independent tasks
running on a system with m CPU cores. Each task τi is a
sporadic task released repeatedly with a minimum inter-release
time Ti and should be completed by its relative deadline Di .
We assume the deadline is taken to be equal to the minimum
inter-release time, Di = Ti . Each task τi will execute a program
that can be parallelized and the task will be represented by a
DAG task model. Each node of the DAG can be thought of as
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Fig. 3: Base transformation by observing precedent constraints

Fig. 2: Gap in density for good and bad handling of intra-task
parallelism

gap experienced between good and poor handling of the intratask parallelism. We performed this experiment in entirety for
10 different DAG topologies.
As we can see from Figure 2, the way in which we handle
intra-task parallelism for a task can have huge impacts on the
min peak density and subsequent schedulability of the task.
Therefore it is important to have a good strategy in place
for handling intra-task parallelism for the DAG task model.
Motivated by these findings, we present our current work in
progress and envisioned solution regarding scheduling tasks
described by a DAG task model.

a computational unit that carries out a specific function or role
for task τi . Also, each node of the DAG can be parallelized into
multiple threads. These threads can be executed independently.
We assume that the thread executions on CPU cores can be
preempted and migrated at any time with negligible cost.
The DAG task model presents a new challenge compared
to the multi-segment task model in that we must consider the
intra-task parallelism that exists between nodes of a DAG that
can be executed in parallel. Our first approach to address the
intra-task parallelism of nodes in a DAG was to explore the
different ways in which nodes of the DAG could be grouped
and serialized while satisfying precedent constraints between
nodes. A naive solution that can be quickly imagined is to
serialize the nodes of the DAG entirely so that the DAG task
model reduces into a multi-segment task model. The scheduling methodology of [1] for multi-segment task model can then
be applied directly. However, given a specific DAG topology,
like the one shown in Figure 1, which depicts an example
automotive task, we can generate not only this naive solution
but also an exhaustive list of all possible ways to group
and serialize nodes while preserving precedent constraints
between nodes. We can then apply the scheduling method
used for the multi-segment task model to each serialization
to determine the minimized peak task density possible for the
given serialization. While an exhaustive search for all possible
ways to group nodes is not an ideal long term solution because
the number of serializations possible grows exponentially as
the number of nodes increases, it reveals insight into how
handling the intra-task parallelism of the DAG poorly can
result in a high task density that could have otherwise been
avoided if the intra-task parallelism was handled differently.
We conducted an experiment to quantify how the handling
of the intra-task parallelism has an effect on the peak task
density of the task. Given a DAG topology we generated an
exhaustive list of all the serializations. We then calculated
the min peak task density on all the different serializations
100 times, varying the starting task parameters each time.
Finally, we found which serializations the task experienced
the lowest density compared to other serializations and the
serialization it experienced the largest density. The difference
of these two densities was then taken to represent the density

III. E NVISIONED S OLUTION
Our envisioned solution for this research is as follows:
1) Generate the base transformation for the DAG topology
2) Compute the approximate density graph for each node
3) Pack density blocks in way to minimize peak task density
We first generate the base transformation for the DAG
topology. Given a task represented by a DAG like the one
shown in Figure 1, we first generate our base transformation
as shown in Figure 3. The base transformation puts an order
on the nodes such that nodes in group i + 1 have all of their
predecessors in groups i, i − 1, and so on.
Next we must compute the approximate density graph for
each node, n. The approximate density graph will show us all
of the density values that a certain node can take on for every
parallelization option and possible virtual deadline for a given
node. The density values calculated will be a an over estimation of the actual density values possible for a given deadline
and parallelization option. This overestimation is due to the
linear approximation we use to calculate the density values
for each node. We are considering an approximate version of
the density graph to make downstream calculations simpler.
Especially calculations that involve the parallel or sequential
alignment of nodes when producing the final schedule. This is
essential as the number of calculations made with this structure
in the case of the DAG task model is much more than the
multi-segment task model considered previously.
The approximate density graph can be found fairly easily.
First, we consider the cases in which the parallelization option
for a node equals 1 and the max value for the number of
threads, Optn = 1 and Optn = M AX respectfully. For
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Fig. 4: An example of density blocks for a given DAG

Fig. 6: An improved packing solution

each of these parallelization options we must calculate the
execution time for each node, Enopt , as well as the sum of the
individual thread execution times, Cnsum,opt , so that we can
calculate the density of the task. In [1], to generate the density
graph, all virtual deadlines, Vn , such that Vn ≥ Enopt=M AX
but Vn < Di , overall task deadline, were considered. For
each Vn , the density was calculated using Enopt . The resulting
density graph is similar to that shown in Figure 5 (a). For
our simplified approach, we will calculate the density ρhigh
when Optn = M AX and Vn = Enopt=max , because this
is when the execution time of the node is shortest and the
density highest. When Optn = 1 and Vn = Enopt=1 , the
density will be 1, ρn = 1. This is because Cnsum,opt=1 =
Enopt=1 . With these points, (Vn = Enopt=M AX , ρhigh
) and
n
(Vn = Enopt=1 , ρn = 1), we can approximate the minimum
density values that the node can achieve for parallelization
options Optn = M AX to Optn = 1 when Vn ≤ Enopt=1 .
Lastly, we must approximate the varying density values the
node can take when Optn = 1 and Enopt=1 < Vn ≤ Di .
This can be done by calculating the minimum density of the
task ρlow
n , which occurs when Vn = Di . With these three
), (Vn = Enopt=1 , ρn = 1)
points, (Vn = Enopt=M AX , ρhigh
n
low
and (Vn = Di , ρn ), we can approximate all of the minimum
density values that a node can take on for any parallelization
option and virtual deadline value. This graph is shown in
Figure 5 (b).
Once we have generated an approximate density graph for
each node, we can easily calculate the density for a node at
a given virtual deadline and vice versa. These graphs allow
us to imagine that each node is a block of density that can
be arranged until we find a packing arrangement that results
in the lowest density. For example, starting from our base

transformation in Figure 1, we calculate the density of each
node by assigning a virtual deadline at the end of each group.
In that way, nodes in the same group share the same virtual
deadline. We then are able to come up with something as
shown in Figure 4. From this starting point, we can see how we
might be able to move blocks around as long as we adhere to
precedence constraints outlined by Figure 1. For example, we
can see that node 4 does not have any successors and as a result
can be run over a longer virtual deadline in order to reduce the
impact it has to increasing the overall task density. We can see
how after considering precedent constraints, different virtual
deadlines and parallelization options for different nodes, we
are left with a packing problem. Figure 6 shows an example
solution of how we can improve on the baseline introduced in
Figure 4.
IV. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we introduced a method for scheduling realtime tasks described by a DAG task model with parallelization
option freedom for each node. We emphasized the need of
handling intra-task parallelism by introducing a density block
packing problem as a model for determining how to schedule
nodes. By observing the precedent constraints of nodes and
the approximate density graphs of nodes, we can pack and rearrange nodes in order to create a schedule with minimal peak
task density. We are currently working on the implementation
of this design and researching efficient ways to solve the
density packing problem.
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2) Analyzing Cache Interference: Other approaches [5]–[8]
compute bounds on the interference between different
jobs on a shared cache and use these bounds within
response-time analysis.

Abstract—Cache partitioning is often used in multi-core systems to improve predictability. Prior work has mostly focused on
per-core cache partitioning. We conjecture that there is significant
remaining potential if the cache is partitioned at the granularity
of individual jobs. In this paper, we discuss our ideas for a new
algorithm—an extension of the A* algorithm—to find optimal
schedules for non-recurrent sets of jobs.

Precisely analyzing cache interference is very challenging, as
very different cache states and cache behaviors may arise,
depending on the precise relative timing of memory accesses
coming from different cores. The problem is slightly easier
if jobs are scheduled non-preemptively. Still, even analyses
assuming non-preemptive scheduling [8] make use of coarse
abstractions of the cache behavior, and thus we expect them
to be rather imprecise.
Cache partitioning is often the suggested way to improve
the predictability of multi-core hard real-time systems. This is
largely due to the fact that partitioning the cache helps prevent
inter-task contention for the same cache line, thus simplifying
the computation of the worst-case execution time (WCET) of
a task. However, even outside the realm of real-time systems,
cache partitioning is used to improve the predictability and the
overall throughput of systems [2], [9], [10].
We are aware of two lines of prior work on real-time
scheduling with cache partitioning:

I. A PPLICATION D OMAIN AND C HALLENGE
To address size, weight, and power constraints (SWaP) there
is a trend to transition from federated architectures, where each
application is deployed on a private single-core processor, to
integrated architectures, where multiple applications share a
single multi-core platform. In safety-critical real-time systems
this trend poses a major challenge for the verification process
due to the possibility of interference on shared resources,
such as buses, networks-on-chip, shared caches, and memory
controllers. Safely and tightly bounding this interference is
extremely difficult as the shared resources and their hardware
management mechanisms have usually not been designed with
predictability in mind.
A rather general approach to address this challenge is to
partition the shared resources in space and time. By partitioning
the resources, interference can be eliminated, making the use
of multi-core platforms feasible. Such an approach is also
advocated in the recent position paper on certification issues
CAST-32A [1], where it is referred to as robust partitioning. In
this work, we focus on the challenge of efficiently partitioning
shared caches.

1) Per-core cache partitioning [3], [4]: Here, the shared
cache is partitioned among the cores of a multi-core,
and tasks are assigned to cores depending on their cache
footprint.
2) Per-task cache partitioning [11]: Here, each task is
allocated a certain share of the cache, and whenever
a job of a task is scheduled, its share of the cache is
made available to it privately.

II. M OTIVATION
Caches are a major source of unpredictability and pessimism
in the analysis of multi-core hard real-time systems. This
is because it is usually difficult to know the exact memory
behavior of the tasks running simultaneously with the task
under analysis. There are multiple ways of dealing with the
issues of unpredictability due to a shared cache. Approaches
that deal with a shared cache in a multi-core system, do so in
one of the two following ways:
1) Cache Partitioning: These approaches [2]–[4] partition
the shared cache using either hardware or software
techniques. In this way they achieve temporal isolation
between different jobs, thereby easing timing verification.

Per-task cache partitioning is more flexible and may thus
provide better performance. However, the prior work by
Guan et al. [11] considers the cache space allocated to each task
to be an input to their non-preemptive scheduling algorithm. In
other words, the amount of cache space allocated to each task
is not optimized to globally improve schedulability. Our aim
is to fill this gap, by developing a novel method for computing
offline schedules of sets of non-preemptable tasks using per-job
cache partitioning. We initially limit the problem to sets of
non-recurring tasks, but plan to extend it to recurrent task sets
in the future.
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III. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT

improvements in execution time until a significant part of their
working set fits in the larger sized caches. Hence, we can see
from Figure 1 that there is a benefit to partitioning the cache
based on the actual requirements of each executing task.

A. Machine Model
We consider a machine with c identical cores and a shared
cache of size M . The shared cache consists of m cache slices,
each of size M/m. At runtime, the set of cache slices may be
partitioned arbitrarily among the cores.
Given a set-associative cache and way-based partitioning, the
cache slices would correspond to the ways of the cache. Given
a set-associative cache and set-based partitioning, which can
be implemented in software, the cache slices would correspond
to subsets of the cache’s sets.
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B. Task Model
We consider a system which must schedule a set of n realtime jobs, B = {J1 , J2 , . . . , Jn } on a machine as described
in Section III-A. Each job Ji is characterized by a 3-tuple
(Ci , ai , di ), where Ci is the job’s worst-case execution time, ai
is the arrival time of job Ji , and di is the (absolute) deadline
before which the job must be completed. As the execution
time depends on the amount of allocated cache space, Ci is a
function from {0, . . . , m − 1} to N, capturing the dependence
of the job’s execution time on the number of cache slices.
Given a particular schedule, the lateness of a job Ji is defined
as Li = fi − di , where fi denotes the finishing time of job Ji
under the given schedule.
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Fig. 1. Partition size sensitivity of selected TACLeBench tasks

B. State Space Exploration
We model the scheduling problem as a path-finding problem
in a directed acyclic graph. In such a graph, each edge
represents a potential scheduling decision and each node
represents the state of the systems after all the previous
C. Scheduling Model
decisions have been carried out. Thus, each complete path
We consider global non-preemptive scheduling, where each in the graph represents a potential schedule of all the tasks.
job is assigned a fixed number of cache slices throughout its Such a graph will contain a large number of states and possible
execution. Our goal is to compute an offline schedule that schedules, making an explicit search through all the possible
considers the available number of cores and cache slices and in paths infeasible for all but the smallest job sets.
which each job meets its deadline. For an optimal schedule, we
We propose to use a variant of the A* algorithm [15], [16]
would like to minimize the maximum lateness across all jobs. to efficiently explore this graph. Using a heuristic function h,
A* is steered towards promising schedules. Furthermore,
IV. P ROPOSED A PPROACH AND P RELIMINARY R ESULTS
if the heuristic function is admissible, the algorithm may
A. Partition Size Sensitivity
safely discard large parts of the graph without sacrificing
We used our low level timing analysis tool, LLVMTA [12] optimality. The characteristics of a heuristic cost function and
to analyze the worst-case execution times of jobs. For our the admissibility criteria are described in Section IV-C.
Following existing conventions, our algorithm uses a priority
evaluation, we used all the tasks in TACLeBench [13] and
seven tasks generated from models using the SCADE tool [14] queue called OPEN and a list called CLOSED. The OPEN
assuming fully-associative instruction and data caches ranging queue contains the set of states that have not yet been examined
in increasing order of their heuristic cost. The CLOSED list is
from 16 bytes to 16 KiB.
Figure 1 shows the results of this analysis for a subset the set of states that have already been examined. We define
of the tasks in TACLeBench1 . Both the instruction and data goal states as those in which there remain no jobs that are yet
caches were varied in lockstep for the analysis. All results to be scheduled. The state-space exploration algorithm then
are normalized to the WCET bound obtained for a cache of functions as follows:
1) Put initial state Φ in the OPEN queue.
size 16 bytes. We observe that the tasks have differing timing
2) Remove the lowest ranked element, s, which corresponds
behavior as the amount of cache available to them changes.
to the smallest heuristic cost, h(s) and add it to CLOSED.
Some smaller tasks benefit from additional cache space only at
3) If based on the heuristic function, h, s is guaranteed
smaller cache sizes, and once their entire working set fits into
to not lead to a feasible schedule, then the job set is
the cache, there is no further improvement in the execution
deemed infeasible and the algorithm stops2 ; else go to
times. On the other hand, other tasks show only minor or no
next step.
1 Due to space constraints, we can show only a subset of the experimental
results here. The full set of results can be found at: http://embedded.cs.
uni-saarland.de/publications/ECRTS2018WIPExtended.pdf.

2 As, following from A*, all other states in OPEN are then also guaranteed
not to lead to a feasible schedule.
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2) States which are identical: When expanding a state s,
multiple new states may be generated by matching a
ready task to isomorphic processors [17]. These are sets
of processors which are in a state such that assigning a
task to either of them will produce equivalent schedules.

4) If s is a goal state, then, according to A*, an optimal
schedule has been found and the algorithm stops; else
go to next step.
5) Expand the state s by exhaustively matching all the ready
jobs to available processors for each possible partition
size from the available cache space. Each such matching
produces a new state, s0 . Compute the heuristic cost for
each of the new states and add them to the OPEN queue.
Then, go to step (2).

V. E NVISIONED S OLUTION
In this paper, we introduce our idea for offline nonpreemptive multi-core scheduling with job-aware cache partitioning. We propose to generate schedules using a variant
of the A* algorithm. Based on the preliminary results of the
partition-size sensitivity of execution times, we are confident
that this approach will yield significant improvements in the
response times of jobs and in overall schedulability. Coming
up with good heuristic cost functions and state-space pruning
techniques is the subject of ongoing work. We also plan to
extend our approach to recurrent task sets.

C. Heuristic Cost Function
In this section we discuss the properties of a good heuristic
cost function and our ideas for devising one. Since the heuristic
cost function must be computed for a large number of states,
it is imperative that it is cheap to compute.
An admissible heuristic cost function is one in which h(s)
always underestimates the value of the optimization goal for
all schedules that can be constructed from s. The A* algorithm
is guaranteed to find an optimal solution if the heuristic
cost function is admissible. Hence, our heuristic should be
admissible.
The heuristic cost function must also be “end-to-end”, as
the aim is to minimize the goal across the entire path, and not
only for the remaining schedule that is yet to be explored. This
is important, since otherwise, the algorithm would degenerate
into a depth-first search.
Since the heuristic’s job is to guide the algorithm towards
the optimal schedule, the closer it estimates the maximum
lateness of all completions of a partial schedule, the better the
algorithm will perform.
We have two ideas to approximate the maximum lateness
of all completions of a partial schedule from below:
1) By disregarding competition for cache space, assuming
each remaining task is allocated the entire cache space.
2) By assuming that each task may be scheduled at its
“resource-optimal” configuration, i.e. the one that minimizes the time-space product C(h) · h.
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D. State Space Pruning

The original A* algorithm was designed to work with
arbitrary graphs, i.e., with no knowledge of their structure.
However, in our case, we can use the knowledge of what
each state represents in order to prune certain paths which
are guaranteed not to produce optimal results. We propose
to extend the A* algorithm with an additional step as was
previously suggested by Kwok et al. [17] to prune states which
cannot possibly lead to an optimal schedule. The following
types of states may be pruned:
1) States that are dominated by another: If it can be
shown that one state is dominated by another state, we
can safely prune it, since it cannot lead to an optimal
solution. If S1 and S2 are two states such that every job
scheduled in S2 , has either finished or is scheduled to
finish earlier in S1 , then S1 is said to dominate S2 . The
efficient identification of dominated states is an important
goal of future work.
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II. A N I NITIAL M ODEL OF M UTUAL E XCLUSION

Abstract—We report on our ongoing work on the formalization
of real-time resource sharing in Prosa, a framework based on
the Coq proof assistant for the development of machine-checked
schedulability analysis. We review the goals of the project, present
a preliminary specification of a generic resource model, and then
discuss the next steps and planned verification goals.

A. Goals and Challenges

The main goal of this project is to extend the current P ROSA
specification with a generic resource model. Initially, we will
only target mutual exclusion, but plan to include additional
types of relaxed concurrency control mechanisms in the future,
I. I NTRODUCTION
such as reader-writer locks and k-exclusion protocols.
Certification standards call for the temporal requirements of
To formalize this resource model, we must define resources
safety-critical real-time systems to be thoroughly checked and and critical sections, restrict the notion of a valid schedule
validated. For this purpose, the real-time systems community to enforce mutual exclusion, and also adapt the properties of
has proposed a wealth of schedulability analysis techniques. work conservation and priority compliance to be coherent with
However, the complexity inherent in state-of-the-art analyses the resource model.
has made it increasingly difficult to verify such analyses “by
Those changes must be applied to both uniprocessor and
hand,” and in fact there are ample recent examples that suggest multiprocessor scheduling. In case of the latter, we must
that human error is a significant cause for concern [1, 2, 3, additionally consider that jobs are allowed to spin (i.e., busy4, 5, 6, 7]. This unfortunately raises a fundamental question: wait) when a resource is not available. Thus, when defining
why should certification processes admit schedulability analysis this new schedule state, we must be careful to maintain
results as evidence of temporal correctness if the underlying compatibility with existing definitions.
analysis methods may not be entirely sound?
Moreover, to match the assumptions of existing analyses, we
To address this question and provide a trustworthy analyt- must define the various types of nesting of critical sections. For
ical foundation for the real-time systems of tomorrow, the example, a restrictive, but also common, assumption is that a
P ROSA project [8] seeks to develop rigorous, provably-correct job can hold at most one resource at a time (i.e., non-nested
schedulability analyses. Specifically, P ROSA is an open-source critical sections). Another variation is to only allow well-nested
framework based on the C OQ proof assistant that provides critical sections (i.e., given two critical sections A and B, either
a general and extensible formal specification of real-time A is completely inside B or they do not overlap). An even more
scheduling theory and allows users to develop machine-checked general model, such as found in the Linux kernel, allows critical
schedulability analyses that are guaranteed to be correct.
sections to be nested arbitrarily, as long as requests are ordered
To date, P ROSA has been successfully used to reason to prevent deadlocks. In P ROSA, we seek a single model for
about various aspects of real-time scheduling theory, including critical sections that is able to express all types of nesting.
uniprocessor and multiprocessor scheduling, response-time analyses [8], arbitrary processor affinity (APA) scheduling [1, 2], B. P ROSA Foundations
Since P ROSA already provides a foundation of common realsustainability in the context of self-suspending tasks [9], and
work on the certification of analysis tools by Guo et al. [10]. time scheduling concepts, we can focus directly on formalizing
Nevertheless, despite these promising initial results, P ROSA the resource model. To better understand the required changes,
still has limited applicability in the analysis of real-world we begin with an overview of key definitions in P ROSA.
The most basic notion in P ROSA is that of jobs, which
systems since it offers no support for mutual exclusion. To
address this issue, we are currently working towards support for are represented by an opaque type called Job . Each Job is
the verification of real-time synchronization protocols as well as associated with certain parameters, modeled as functions, such
their associated blocking analyses in P ROSA. In this paper, we as its actual execution cost:
first discuss the goals of this extension and specific challenges, Variable job cost: Job → progress.
then present our preliminary model of critical sections and
The above syntax expresses that each Job has a parameter
mutual exclusion, and finally conclude with a summary of the
called job cost that maps a job to a value of type progress,
next steps and planned verification goals.
which represents the amount of processor service required by
a given job. The type progress, in turn, is just an alias of nat
This work was funded by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG, German
Research Foundation) — 391919384.
(the natural numbers), our model of discrete time.
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Based on the notion of jobs, P ROSA defines a uniprocessor
schedule as a function that maps each time instant optionally
to a job, represented by the type option Job (i.e., either None
or Some j with j ∈ Job ), meaning that at any time, either the
processor is idle or exactly one job is scheduled. The type
time, in turn, is also an alias of nat.

and allows any type of nesting. Nevertheless, it can also
accommodate more restrictive constraints. For instance, nonnested critical sections can be specified as follows.
Definition no overlapping critical sections :=
∀ j, ∀ cs1 cs2,
cs1 ∈ job critical sections j →
cs2 ∈ job critical sections j →
critical sections overlap cs1 cs2 → cs1 = cs2.

Definition schedule := time → option Job .

Next, to model the progress and completion of execution,
we define the central notion of service received by a job. Given
a schedule sched , instantaneous and cumulative service of a
job j are defined in P ROSA as follows.

This predicate states that, if two critical sections cs1 and
cs2 intersect, they must be the same. To test for intersection,
we use the predicate critical sections overlap, which compares
the boundaries of the critical sections.
2) Scheduling and Resource Allocation: Having defined
critical sections, we now specify the conditions under which a
schedule is valid assuming a given resource model.
First, we must identify critical sections in the schedule. We
say that job j has entered a critical section cs by time t iff at
an earlier time t’ ≤ t, (a) job j has received enough service to
enter the left boundary cs start of the critical section, and (b)
job j is effectively executing at time t’.

Definition service at (j: Job ) (t: time) : progress :=
if sched t == Some j then 1 else 0.
Definition service (j: Job ) (t: time) : progress :=
\sum (t’ < t) service at j t’.
When moving to the multiprocessor case, the only major
change is the definition of schedule. Given the set of processors
processor num cpus, represented by integers in [0, num cpus),
P ROSA defines a multiprocessor schedule as follows.
Definition schedule :=
processor num cpus → time → option Job .

Definition job has entered section
(j: Job ) (cs: CriticalSection) (t: time) :=
∃ t’, t’ ≤ t ∧
service sched j t’ ≥ cs start cs ∧
service at sched j t’ > 0.

Definition service at (j: Job ) (t: time) : progress :=
\sum (cpu < num cpus | sched cpu t == Some j) 1.

Next, we say that job j has exited the critical section iff its
received service is no longer within the right boundary cs end .

Correspondingly, the definition of instantaneous service must
also consider multiple processors. The definition of cumulative
service, on the other hand, remains unchanged.

C. Formalization of Resource Sharing
Having presented an overview of the basic concepts in
P ROSA, we now introduce critical sections, add constraints to
the schedule to respect mutual exclusion, and finally integrate
the task and resource models.
1) Introducing Critical Sections: During execution, a job
may be required to access certain shared resources in isolation.
Each of those execution intervals that are subject to mutual
exclusion is called a critical section.
We model a critical section cs as an execution interval
[cs start, cs end ) that requires some resource cs resource.
More precisely, critical sections and resources are represented
by opaque types CriticalSection and Resource, with parameters
cs start, cs end (the bounds of the interval) and cs resource
(the targeted resource). In addition, for any job j, we ensure
that 0 ≤ cs start < cs end ≤ job cost j.
Variable
Variable
Variable
Variable

Definition job has exited section
(j: Job ) (cs: CriticalSection) (t: time) :=
service sched j t ≥ cs end cs.

Using the predicates above, we define whether job j has
entered but not yet exited a critical section at time t.
Definition job in section
(j: Job ) (cs: CriticalSection) (t: time) :=
job has entered section j cs t ∧
¬ job has exited section j cs t.

Considering that multiple critical sections can refer to the
same resource, we also define whether job j is holding a
resource r at time t.
Definition job holds resource
(j: Job ) (r: Resource) (t: time) :=
∃ cs, cs ∈ job critical sections j ∧
cs resource cs = r ∧ job in section j cs t.

cs: CriticalSection.
cs start: CriticalSection → progress.
cs end : CriticalSection → progress.
cs resource: CriticalSection → Resource.

Finally, we formalize the key property of mutual exclusion,
i.e., at any time t, at most one job can access each resource.
Definition enforces mutual exclusion :=
∀ r t, ∀ (j1 j2: Job ),
job holds resource j1 r t →
job holds resource j2 r t → j1 = j2.

Note that cs start and cs end are expressed in terms of
progress, the service received by the job up to a given time.
Next, we associate with each Job a list of critical sections.
Variable job critical sections: Job → list CriticalSection.

Note that when formalizing reader-writer or k-exclusion
synchronization in the future, this definition will no longer be
valid, but it can be easily generalized to such cases.

Since jobs can have multiple critical sections, each with
arbitrary start and end times, our model is very permissive
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3) Incorporating Spinning: Recall that in uniprocessor
systems, jobs must suspend when waiting for a resource. In
multiprocessors, however, it is sometimes more desirable to
spin (i.e., busy-wait) while waiting for a resource that is going
be released shortly.
Since a job that spins does not make progress in terms of
service, incorporating spinning requires changing the representation of a schedule as follows.

After concluding the specification, we seek to verify existing blocking analyses, so that they can be integrated with
schedulability analysis frameworks in P ROSA.
As a first step, we will focus on the uniprocessor case with
the stack resource policy (SRP) and verify the existing blocking
bounds. Next, we will consider an extension of the protocol to
multiprocessor platforms and formalize results for spin-based
protocols, namely the multiprocessor SRP (MSRP) [11]. After
verifying the analysis developed by Gai et al. [11] for nonnested critical sections, we will focus on the improved bound
based on linear programming by Wieder and Brandenburg [12].
Ultimately, we plan to formalize the blocking analysis for wellordered nested critical sections by Biondi et al. [13], and if
possible, generalize this result by incrementally removing or
weakening nesting hypotheses, using C OQ’s abilities to detect
and flag required changes in the proofs.

Inductive cpu state :=
Idle | Running of Job | Spinning of Job .
Definition schedule :=
processor num cpus → time → cpu state.

In the definition above, the keyword Inductive indicates
that cpu state is an enumerated type with three possible values:
• Idle, when the processor has no job scheduled (this
corresponds to None in the old definition);
• Running j, when the processor is executing a job j ∈ Job
(this corresponds to Some j in the old definition);
• Spinning j, when the currently scheduled job j ∈ Job is
busy-waiting for a resource.
Using the new processor state, we adapt the definition of
service at to count service only from Running processors:
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Definition service at (j: Job ) (t: time) : progress :=
\sum (cpu < num cpus | sched cpu t == Running j) 1.

Since the other definitions are built on top of service at, no other changes are required and the property
valid resource allocation remains valid.
4) Incorporating Resources into the Task Model: The
remaining step is to incorporate job critical sections into the
task model, so that we can later formalize blocking analyses.
For each task we define the maximum number and maximum
length of critical sections (task num cs and task length cs,
respectively). Then, we define two predicates to enforce such
constraints for each individual job and critical section.
Variable task num cs: Task → Resource → nat.
Variable task length cs: Task → Resource → progress.

Definition num critical sections is bounded :=
∀ (j : Job ), ∀ (r: Resource),
count mem r (map cs resource (job critical sections j))
≤ task num cs (job task j) r.

Definition critical section length is bounded :=
∀ (j : Job ), ∀ cs, cs ∈ job critical sections j →
cs length cs
≤ task length cs (job task j) (cs resource cs).

In the above definition, the operation count mem r (map . . . )
counts the number of sections of job j that access resource r.
III. F UTURE WORK
As future work, we plan to extend the specification by
defining other types of nesting and formalizing reader-writer
and k-exclusion synchronization. In addition, we aim to define
real-time synchronization protocols and important concepts
such as the notion of priority inversion.
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Abstract—In the context of static timing analysis of real-time
operating systems, the usage of generically implemented algorithms necessitates annotation languages to express applicationspecific knowledge. That is, developers have to provide precise
loop bounds or exclude program paths if automatic timing
analysis fails or yields too pessimistic results. Current annotation
approaches are not able to express and propagate information
across all layers of complete real-time systems (i.e., application
and system-call layer, operating system, machine-code level).
To solve this problem, we present our work in progress within
the S WAN project to enable System-wide WCET Analyses. Specifically, we provide details on P LATINA, a high-level annotation
language, which is processed by an optimization-aware compiler
and timing-analysis infrastructure. P LATINA enables expressing
parametric program-flow facts based on the real-time system’s
context-sensitive state (e.g., number of currently active tasks),
which are propagated through and usable on all layers of the
real-time system. Eventually, P LATINA allows determining if a
generically implemented system is real-time–capable and whether
timing bounds can be guaranteed during execution.

I. I NTRODUCTION & M OTIVATION
The worst-case response time (WCRT) is a vital temporal
property of tasks with hard deadlines. Its evaluation demands
a sound worst-case execution time (WCET) analysis of all
implementation artifacts. Accordingly, static timing analysis of
real-time applications is a well-established field with commercially available tools (e.g., aiT [1]) that yield precise bounds
on the WCET in practice. They, nonetheless, rely on a largely
static program structure, which is inherent to safety-critical
applications, to accurately infer data and control flows, to, for
instance, bound loops and resolve function pointers.
However, tasks are typically embedded and executed in
a broader system’s context using a real-time operating system (RTOS). Consequently, its implementation has to be
subject to the same temporal analysis. The induced overhead
is typically treated as constant and pessimistically added in
a deferred analysis step to each task’s WCRT [2], [3]. The
reason is that system calls and preemptive scheduling intermit
data and control flows and thus necessitate a dedicated analysis
of kernel paths. The use of such a compositional approach is
consequently only feasible when given a static setting, which
means that operating system (OS) implementations are tailored
to a specific set of statically decidable application parameters.
A relatively new development in safety-critical real-time
systems is the employment of dynamic runtime environments,
Acknowledgments: This work is supported by the German Research Foundation (DFG), in part by Research Grant no. SCHR 603/9-2, the SFB/Transregio
89 “Invasive Computing” (Project C1), and the Bavarian Ministry of State for
Economics under grant no. 0704/883 25.

such as Real-Time Linux [4], [5] that correspond more to a
general-purpose OS and promote code reuse by generically
implemented algorithms and interfaces. A reliable indicator
of this development is the future Adaptive AUTOSAR standard [6], which addresses the increasing complexity of driverassistance and autopilot functions in vehicles. Here, the aggregation of the individual (i.e., application and kernel) WCETs is
fraught with inevitable overestimations that rise tremendously
with system complexity [7]. The cause is in the loss of a
tailored and static OS implementation and the decoupling
of control flows within the application and the OS kernel
resulting from the system’s dynamic system-call layer and
runtime reconfigurability. Consequently, system facilities are
designed to serve all possible application scenarios and thus
exhibit dynamic data structures and execution paths, which in
turn jeopardize conventional analyses [3]. However, flexible
deployment of dynamic RTOS in safety-critical settings still
requires realistic bounds for the induced overheads.
Our Contribution: We present our work in progress on
system-wide WCET analysis that makes available contextspecific knowledge to the kernel analysis by P LATINA, an
expressive annotation language. P LATINA features parametric
flow facts that can be linked to system state (e.g., number of
currently active tasks) in an application- and context-sensitive
manner. In conjunction with an optimization-aware compiler
and timing-analysis infrastructure, we can infer tighter yet
sound bounds for generically implemented real-time systems.
II. R ELATED W ORK & P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
Colin and Puaut [8] were among the first to pinpoint the
fundamental problems of OS WCET analysis: meaningful
construction of global control-flow graphs over kernel boundaries. They identified indirect function calls, immanent in
the system calls interface, as well as dependencies between
application properties and kernel loop bounds as crucial issues.
Their approach was to modify the system’s source code,
restoring a statically analyzable implementation. Despite these
tedious and non-generalizable measures, a high degree of
overestimation (avg. 86 %) remained. Later Sandell et al. [9]
reported a large number of “uninteresting” kernel paths (e.g.,
error handling) in their analysis. Furthermore, they observed
the mediocre performance of the data-flow analysis within the
OS kernel. They used an annotation language with constant
expressions at assembly level to address the problems, which,
however, involved a high degree of recurring effort with still
unsatisfactory reduction of pessimism.
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III. A PPROACH
We tackle our challenge by S WAN, an approach to enable
System-wide WCET Analyses. Figure 1 illustrates its fundamental concept: the core (middle) is P LATINA, a parametric
annotation language expressing context-sensitive information
on the source-code level. The annotations are associated with
system facts (top) that hold context-dependent information.
Finally, to achieve a context-aware WCET analysis (bottom),
S WAN provides a semantic-preserving transformation from
code to assembly level. We detail those steps in the following.
Our goal with P LATINA is to bridge the immanent semantic
gap between application and kernel analysis by propagating
context-dependent information (system facts) to the low-level
WCET analysis in an automated fashion. Hence, we provide
parametric (i.e., context-dependent) annotations to address said
three challenging symptoms that so far prevent tighter bounds
on generic OS operations: (1) Annotation of indirect function
calls to aid the control-flow reconstruction. This is a key
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Among others, Schneider [7] determined the dynamic reconfigurability and system-call interface, the tracing of call
graphs, as well as the internal feedback between the RTOS
and the applications as further challenges towards realistic
WCET estimations. He proposed an integrated WCET and
scheduling analysis as a potential solution. In 2009 Lv et
al. compiled a survey [3] on RTOS-analysis attempts, from
which they derived a set of challenges. Like Schneider, they
question the usefulness of single, global WCET estimates for
individual operations but instead suggest a parametric analysis
that captures specific WCETs for each invocation.
Since then, research focused on circumventing the problem
by tailoring the OS to be deterministic again. Undecidable
artifacts (e.g., loop iterations, indirect calls) are eliminated by
application-specific source-code modifications: For example,
in the seL4 kernel [2] preemption points in loops are added to
limit the length of consecutive kernel execution. In our work
on SysWCET [10], we leveraged the scheduling semantics to
eliminate globally infeasible system execution paths by using
a tailored operating system. However, for larger RTOSs (e.g.,
Real-Time Linux) these code-tailoring approaches are not
feasible, due to the high complexity and recurring effort.
Our challenge: Instead of tailoring, we opt for a generic
annotation of the OS implementation and subsequent contextaware WCET analysis that proves real-time capabilities specifically for a given application setting. We identified three
practical symptoms on the fundamental problem of contextsensitive control flows: (1) Control-flow reconstruction issues,
(2) paths that are either unanalyzable or become infeasible in
certain contexts, and (3) overly pessimistic bounds as context
knowledge cannot be automatically inferred. The resulting
challenge is therefore to provide a unified way of formulating,
passing, and evaluating state- and context-sensitive flow facts
in a system-wide WCET analysis, especially when analysing
OS operations. As assembly-level annotations [2], [9] are not
an option due to their poor reusability and manageability, this
requires parametric annotations at the source-code level.



Fig. 1. Information propagation within SWAN: semantic system facts are
gathered from a semantic model. Parametric annotations use these pieces of
information to express the semantics of context-sensitive execution flow at the
source code level. After lowering to the assembly-code level, the static WCET
analysis leverages this information to exclude infeasible execution flows.

enabler for the subsequent propagation of context-dependent
flow facts. (2) State-dependent annotation of branches in conditional executions to eliminate paths that become infeasible
only in certain contexts. (3) Context-sensitive annotations to
bound computations by application and configuration knowledge. These building blocks form an expressive annotation
language that allows associating the semantics of individual
system facts with the actual execution flow. To reflect the complexity of control flows within the OS, P LATINA’s annotation
language allows the programmer to combine multiple system
facts and even reuse expressions by defining custom facts or
functions. Furthermore, to foster long-term maintainability of
annotations, we decided to integrate them at the annotated
program point within the source code (e.g., C++ program).
The system-facts layer parametrizes and instantiates
P LATINA annotations. Therefore, the layer provides and stores
static and application-specific configuration knowledge as well
as context-dependent information, which we call system facts:
the atomic entities on which the annotation language operates.
Higher-level analysis, such as our SysWCET [10] approach to
incorporate scheduling semantics, also engage at this level to
further derive and enrich the model with further system facts.
Finally, the annotation expressions are evaluated over a
given context of system-fact values within our context-aware
WCET analysis, which is based on and extends the P LATIN
toolkit [11]. While boosting (re-)usability, our earlier decision
to keep the annotations at source-code level poses the question
of how they can be propagated soundly to the assembly-code
level of the WCET analysis. Here, we rely on optimization-
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IV. P RELIMINARY RESULTS
To demonstrate the feasibility of S WAN, we conducted a
case study on FreeRTOS and relevant parts of the Linux kernel (i.e., scheduler). In both cases, traditional WCET analysis
does not obtain realistic bounds; partly it even fails in the
reconstruction of the control-flow graph. This observation,
first of all, substantiates the need for an integrated, contextsensitive approach to WCET analysis. Our first results with
S WAN are promising, and we were already able to annotate and
analyze various intricate parts of both settings. As quantitative
results depend on the given application scenario, we graphed
the impact of our approach on the example of FreeRTOS’s
vSuspendTask system call in Figure 2: Whenever a task is
suspended, a reschedule is triggered, entailing the selection
of the next runnable task. Here, FreeRTOS relies on a set of
queues (one per priority level), which are probed with decreasing priority. For our experiments, we configured FreeRTOS
for the ARM Cortex-M4 platform and a total of 42 priority
levels. Without our extensions, P LATIN computed (supported
by constant annotations) a static upper bound of 6485 cycles
for the worst case, which assumes no runnable task in any of
the queues and therefore requires 42 probing steps. However,
as there is a linear relationship between the number of probing
steps and the system call’s WCET, this bound is too pessimistic in most cases: we observed divergence of over 178 %.
With S WAN, we were able to accurately express this context
dependency by combining the number of priority levels and the
priority of the next task. The former is a system-configuration
property; the latter is a context-dependent property (e.g.,
available from our state-transition graph [10]). Consequently,
our bounds correctly reflect the maximum number of runnable
tasks for any given state and context; thus ultimately relieving
OS overheads from unnecessary pessimism.

static upper bound

6000
WCET [cycles]

aware compilation [12] to transform context-specific flow
information into the machine-code–level control-flow graph.
Consequently, our lowering preserves the annotation semantics, which ultimately allows us to infer specific facts on the
execution flow from the contexts of system calls. Examples
include loop bounds that are specific to the number of runnable
tasks or paths that are only infeasible in the given context.
That way, we obtain context-sensitive and thus more accurate
bounds for OS overheads, which proofs that the OS is realtime capable in the given setting. Our lowering, while based
on an optimization-aware compilation, enables parametrization
without recompilation: the same binary can be evaluated for
arbitrary system facts and in multiple contexts, which retains
scalability and usability even for large implementations.
In summary, S WAN provides sound propagation of highlevel, semantic, context-sensitive information throughout the
compilation and analysis processes down to the level of the
static WCET analysis. The parametric annotation mechanism
allows obtaining tailored, context-aware timing bounds even
for generic OS kernels. Thus, S WAN proves their real-time
capability in a specific context with potentially higher analysis
accuracy compared to traditional decoupled WCET analysis.

5000
4000
SWAN’s
context-sensitive bound

3000

0

10

20
30
Queues to probe

40

Fig. 2. Runtime of the vTaskSuspend system call in relation to the number
of task queues (total set of 42) that are probed until a runnable task is found.

V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper, we presented S WAN, our ongoing effort on
context-sensitive WCET analysis of RTOSs. Its key element is
P LATINA, a parametric annotation language to express dependencies between a system’s control-flow and application states
generically. Combined with system facts and an optimizationaware compiler and timing analysis, we can both prove realtime capabilities in a given context as well as eliminate overly
pessimistic constant bounds on RTOS overheads.
We currently finish our prototype and case study of
FreeRTOS and Linux. Beyond this proof of concept, we
consider the sheer size of, for example, Real-Time Linux as
another fundamental challenge. Thus, our next steps are devoted to improving traceability of system facts and annotations
as well as the overall scalability and usability. In the future, we
see great promise for the integration of high-level application
and RTOS semantics to further reduce analysis pessimism.
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of WINs. Because wireless channels are usually prone to
transmission errors, a cornerstone on the way to guarantee
these features for such a system is the schedulability of the
network flows. To this end purpose, channel contention
and transmission conflicts are the two common delays
that affect the end-to-end transmission of each network
flow and thus its schedulability. Recently, Xia et. al [3]
have studied these two components and factored the
contribution of each in the end-to-end transmission delay
of each flow by borrowing analysis techniques from
the multicore scheduling theory. Specifically, the authors
focused on the relationship between the network supply
and demand of the flows in any time interval. However,
the proposed analysis was based on the “Demand
Bound Function” (DBF) [4] concept to determine the
schedulability of the flow set, which does not consider
all flows that can potentially contribute to the network
demand, unfortunately.
In the literature on multicore scheduling theory, the
forced-forward demand bound function (FF-DBF) [5]
offers a tighter alternative to estimate the workload
demand of a system as it includes potential contributions
that are left aside by DBF.

Abstract—Wireless Industrial Networks (WINs) have
brought to the forefront the need for real-time strategies to
ensure network schedulability. The Demand Bound Function
(DBF) has recently been borrowed from the multicore
scheduling theory and adapted to the wireless industrial
domain to compute the network demand. However, a more
precise estimation can be obtained by using alternative
supply/demand analyses. This paper proposes the forcedforward demand bound function to estimate the network
demand and better determine the schedulability of WINs.

1. Application domain
Wireless Industrial Networks (WINs) have become
one of the enabling technologies of Industry 4.0.
Advantages such as flexibility, easy deployment and
low cost devices have led to its gradual incorporation
into smart factories, intelligent manufacturing systems,
among other industrial contexts. Nevertheless, from a
communication and network viewpoint, WINs still pose
significant technical challenges compared to traditional
wireless sensor networks (WSNs). WirelessHART,
ISA100.11a, WIA-PA and IEEE 802.15.4e are a few
examples of standards developed during the last two
decades to specifically address some of these industrial
requirements. Here, techniques such as interference
minimization, redundancy, frequency hopping and power
efficiency are combined together with recommendations
in the standards to satisfy reliability and real-time
requirements. Along the same line, with the advent of
recent Cyber-Physical Systems and Internet of Things,
protocols such as 6LowPAN (IPv6 over Low-Power
Wireless Personal Area Networks), RPL (Routing
Protocol for Low-Power and Lossy Networks), CoAP
(Constrained Application Protocol) and 6TiSCH (IP over
the TSCH mode of IEEE 802.15.4e) [1] have focused
their standardization efforts on aspects such as the
integration of smart devices into the Internet.
Despite all the attempts so far and the entire body
of knowledge available in the literature (see [1] for
a comprehensive survey) to address common wireless
industrial requirements, important hurdles such as realtime schedulability analysis, i.e., the ability of each flow
to meet all its timing requirements, have received very
little attention in the context of WINs.

3. Problem statement
We consider the model of execution proposed in [3]
where a wireless industrial network is represented as
a graph G = (V, E, m). Here, V denotes the set of
network devices (or nodes), E represents the set of edges
between the nodes and m is the number of channels. For
implementation purpose, we assume that a number x ≥ 2
of nodes can communicate if they are not more than d
meters apart in an area A such that the following equation
holds true:
x
2π
= √
(1)
2
A
d 27
Given this setting, we consider a set of n network
def
flows F = {F1 , F2 , . . . , Fn } to be transmitted from
their respective source to their respective destination by
following an Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduling
algorithm [6]. Each flow Fi , with i ∈ [1, n], is modeled
by using a periodic end-to-end communication scheme
between its source and its destination through a 4-tuple
hCi , Di , Ti , φi i, where Ci is the number of hops between
source and destination; Di is the relative deadline; Ti is
the period; and φi is the routing path of the flow. These
parameters are given with the interpretation that: each
flow releases a potentially infinite number of instances

2. Motivation
Willig et al. [2] recognize both reliability and timing
guarantees as two of the most desirable characteristics
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supply bound function (sbf)1 of an industrial network as
follows.

(or jobs). The k th job (with k ≥ 1) of flow Fi is
denoted as Fi,k and is released at time ri,k such that
def
ri,k+1 − ri,k = Ti . Job Fi,k has to be completely
transmitted to its destination node by its absolute deadline,
def
i.e., di,k = ri,k + Di . We assume that Di ≤ Ti , i.e., only
a single job of flow Fi is being/can be transmitted at any
time instant. The number of hops between the source and
the destination of flow Fi , denoted as Ci , represents its
transmission time when it does not suffer any external
interference whatsoever from the other flows. The last
parameter, φi , represents the actual route of all jobs issued
from flow Fi . Figure 1 depicts an example of a WIN
with two flows F1 and F2 together with their associated
parameters according to this model. In this figure, flow F1
is transmitted from node V1 to V9 via nodes V4 , V6 and
V8 ; and flow F2 is transmitted from node V2 to V7 via
nodes V3 , V4 , V5 and V6 . Note that there are transmission
conflicts at nodes V4 and V6 .

sbf(0) = 0 ∧ ∀`, k ≥ 0 : sbf(` + k) − sbf(`) ≤ Ch ×k (2)

where Ch is the number of channels in the network
and they derive the network demand caused by channel
contention in any time interval of length ` as
DBF(`)Ch =





n
1 X
` − Di
+ 1 · Ci , 0
max
m i=1
Ti

(3)

. About Point 2), the authors provided an estimation of
the network demand caused by the transmission conflicts
under the EDF scheduling algorithm by tuning the result
proposed by Saifullah et al. in [7]. Here, the transmission
of two flows are in conflict when their paths overlap, i.e., if
we consider two flows Fi and Fj such that Fi has a higher
priority than Fj , then at a given node, say Vx , the progress
of the jobs generated from Fi cannot be delayed by jobs
generated from Fj , but jobs generated from Fj may be
delayed by jobs generated from Fi at node Vx and at all
subsequent nodes shared by the transmission paths of Fi
and Fj . Based on this observation, Xia et al. [3] estimated
the network demand caused by the transmission conflicts
as follows
n 
nl ` m l ` mo
X
∆(ij) max
,
Ti
Tj
i,j=1

(4)

Pδ(ij)
def
In Equation 4, ∆(ij) =
k=1 Lenk (ij) −
Pδ (ij)
0
(Len
(ij)−3)
.
Here,
Len
(ij)
denotes
the length
k
k
k0 =1
of the k th path overlap and δ(ij) is the number of path
overlaps; and Lenk0 (ij) and δ 0 (ij) refer to the delay
caused by path overlaps with length as least 4. Finally, Xia
et al. computed an upper bound on the network demand
in any time interval of length ` by summing Equations 3
and 4. They concluded on the schedulability of the flow
set F by checking if Equation 5 is satisfied.
0

Figure 1. An example of a wireless industrial network.

X

The objective is to provide an accurate network
supply/demand analysis by using the forced-forward
demand bound function, in order to guarantee the
schedulability of all the flows in the system. A simulation
experiment will be carried out to compare the performance
for both the DBF and FF-DBF-based analyses. Finally, a
rigorous per flow analysis will be conducted and the gain
in terms of accuracy of the analysis will be evaluated.

Fi ∈F

As mentioned in Section 2, channel contention
and transmission conflicts are the two common delays
affecting the end-to-end transmission time of network
flows in WINs.

2)

(5)

Since Equation 3 is using the DBF function to estimate
the network demand, the contributions of some jobs
arriving and/or having deadlines outside the interval of
interest are not taken into account, unfortunately. This
would lead to an underestimation of the network demand,
which in turn may result in a less accurate supply/demand
bound analysis. In order to circumvent this issue, we
propose to borrow the FF-DBF function2 from the multicore scheduling theory, instead. This function is defined
for a single flow Fi as follows.

4. Observations and preliminary results

1)

DBF(Fi , `) ≤ sbf(`), ∀` ≥ 0



if γi ≥ Di
Ci
FF-DBF(Fi , `) = qi ·Ci + Ci − (Di − γi ) if Di > γi ≥ Di − Ci

0
otherwise
(6)
j k
def

Channel contention: refers to the delay
produced by a high priority job occupying all
channels at a time instant.
Transmission conflict: refers to a job
transmission delayed by the transmission of
a higher priority job.

def

In Equation 6, qi = T`i and γi = ` mod Ti . Figure 2
illustrates a comparison between the demand evaluated
by using FF-DBF and the demand evaluated by using the
classical DBF in an interval of length ` for an arbitrary
task (or flow).

Xia et al. [3] factored these two delays in their proposed
supply/demand bound analysis method.
. About Point 1), the authors assume that the flows are
executed on a multi-processor platform and each channel
of the WIN is mapped as one processor. They bound the

1. The supply bound function - sbf(`) - of a network is the minimal
transmission capacity provided within a time interval of length `.
2. The FF-DBF refines the DBF and allows us to include the potential
missing contributions into the cumulative computational demand.
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Algorithm 1 FF-DBF Algorithm for WINs
Input: m; Fi (Ci , Di , Ti , øi ); `; ∆(ij); n;
Output: FF-DBF(`)
Initialisation : FF-DBF(`) ← 0; qi ← 0; γi ← 0;
1: for i = 1
j tokn do
2:
qi ← T`i ;
3:
γi ← ` mod Ti ;
4:
if (γi ≥ Di ) then
5:
FF-DBF(`) += qi × Ci + Ci ;
6:
else
7:
if (γi ≥ Di − Ci ) then
8:
FF-DBF(`) += qi × Ci + Ci − (Di − γi );
9:
else
10:
FF-DBF(`) += qi × Ci ;
11:
end if;
12:
end if
13: end for
1
× FF-DBF(`);
14: FF-DBF(`) ← m
15: for i = 1 to n nl
do m l mo
16:
aux ← max T`i , T`j ;
17:
FF-DBF(`) += ∆(ij) × aux;
18: end for
19: return FF-DBF(`)

Figure 2. Pictorial representation of FF-DBF vs. DBF.

Given the model defined in Section 3, we adapt the FFDBF function to the wireless industrial networks domain
by revisiting Equations 3 and 4 as follows.
. About Equation 3: We recall that this equation provides
us with the network demand caused by channel contention
in any time interval of length `. By using the FF-DBF
function instead to this end, that estimation is given by:
n

Ch

FF-DBF(`)

1 X
FF-DBF(Fi , `)
=
m i=1

(7)

accurate supply/demand bound analysis. Now we seek
to: (i) formally demonstrate this claim; (ii) conduct
simulation experiments to compare the performances for
both DBF and FF-DBF-based analyses and (iii) thus
validate the efficiency of the proposed approach. Finally,
we will also derive a rigorous per flow analysis and
evaluate the gain in terms of computational complexity.

. About Equation 4: This equation allowed us to estimate
the network demand caused by the transmission conflicts.
Since these conflicts are agnostic to the network topology,
there is no need to alterate this contribution, therefore this
factor remains the same as previously.
As a result of these two observations, a more precise
upper-bound of network demand is obtained by using the
FF-DBF(`) function defined as follows:
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FF-DBF-WIN. A forced-forward demand bound function
FF-DBF(`) of a given WIN in any time interval of length `
is defined by summing Equations 4 and 7. Formally,
FF-DBF(`) =

n
1 X
FF-DBF(Fi , `)+
m i=1
n
nl ` m l ` mo
X
∆(ij) max
,
Ti
Tj
i,j=1
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Abstract—Ethernet is increasingly being considered as the
solution to high bandwidth requirements in the next generation of
timing critical applications that make their way in cars, planes
or smart factories to mention a few examples. Until recently,
ethernet frames used to be transmitted exclusively in a nonpreemptive manner. That is, once a frame starts transmitting on
a switch output port, its transmission cannot be interrupted by
any other frame until completion. This constraint may cause
time critical frames to be blocked for long periods of time
because of the transmission of non-critical frames. The IEEE
802.3br standard addressed this issue by introducing a one-level
ethernet frame preemption paradigm. In this approach, frames
transmitted through a switch output port are classified as express
frames or preemptable frames, depending on their priority levels.
Express frames can preempt preemptable frames and two frames
belonging to the same class cannot preempt each other. While this
partially solves the problem for express frames, all preemptable
frames can still suffer blocking irrespective of their priority level.
In this work, we investigate the feasibility and advantages of
multi-level preemptions in time-sensitive ethernet networks.

High priority frames
Lower priority frame

Frame
Arrivals

Preemption Overheads

Transmission

Frame Arrivals
Completions

Fig. 1: Illustration of frame preemption.
standards, which specify a frame preemption protocol for
ethernet networks. Preemption implies that a frame that has
already started its transmission on a switch output can be
suspended in order for a more “urgent frame” to be transmitted
through the same port. The transmission of the preempted
frame is resumed only after the urgent frame has been fully
transmitted. Preemption allows a high priority frame with
stringent timing requirements to be transmitted more promptly,
but this is achieved at the cost of some overheads. Fig. 1
illustrates a scenario where a high priority frame is transmitted
by preempting a low-priority one. Upon the occurrence of each
preemption, the standards specify some additional information
to be added to the preempted frames so as to notify the
network devices about the preemption, thereby impacting the
transmission link utilization.
Before the specification of the IEEE802.3br standard, ethernet frames used to be transmitted in a non-preemptive
manner [3]. Any low-priority frame could block any high
priority frame for long periods of time depending on the lowpriority frame’s size. It is to circumvent this limitation that
frame preemption was defined in the IEEE 802.1Qbu [4]. This
standard specifies one-level preemption for ethernet frames
since only two MAC service interfaces are supported: a
preemptable MAC (pMAC) interface and an express MAC
(eMAC) interface. Frames assigned to the eMAC service
interface are referred to as express frames and those assigned
to the pMAC interface as preemptable frames.
A critical look at the one-level preemption, however, raises
some concerns. With the current specification, only express
frames are allowed to preempt preemptable frames and frames
of the same class cannot preempt each other [2]. In typical
real-time applications, there are traffic classes that are not
classified as express but nevertheless have timing constraints
and should not be blocked for long periods by lower priority frames. To illustrate this, consider a medium priority
frame (black frame in Fig. 2). With one-level preemption, the

I. I NTRODUCTION
Most systems today are made of several embedded devices
interconnected through networks. Cars, planes, train and factories for instance contain tens to hundreds of sensors, actuators
and computers that must communicate with timing guarantees.
Real-time applications require responsiveness i.e., timely and
correct reaction to events, which largely depends on the ability
of data to move in a predictable manner on the network. Ethernet is the emerging communication technology in industrial
and automotive domains. Its relatively cheaper price and its
high bandwidth capacity make it the ideal replacement for
previous communication infrastructures generally adopted in
these domains. However, the legacy ethernet standard was
mainly targeting non real-time applications and desirable capabilities like preemption, global time synchronisation across the
network, frame duplication and re-transmission were initially
missing. In order to provide system designers with these
desirable features, several modifications have been made to
the standards over the years. The IEEE 802.1p task group,
for example, introduced a mechanism to specify a Class of
Service (CoS) for ethernet frames in order to expedite the
transmission of high priority frames [1]. The CoS of a frame
signifies its priority and the frames are transmitted according
to their CoS, highest priority first. Other features like timetriggered transmission, global clock synchronisation, credit
based shaping, among others, have also been added to the
ethernet to make it more suitable for real-time applications [2].
One modification made to the ethernet to support real-time
communication is reported in the IEEE 802.3br and 802.1Qbu
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Fig. 2: Frame transmission under 1-level preemption.
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Fig. 4: Ethernet frame formats as specified in IEEE 802.3
Standards. Numbers represent sizes of each field (in bytes)
into two classes: mpFrames with strict timing constraints
yet not as stringent as those of express traffic frames and
the bpframes with no timing constaints at all. We assume
that each stream is assigned a unique fixed priority and all
frames generated from this stream inherit its priority. We also
assume that any express frame has a higher priority than all
preemptable frames and the following constraints are enforced:
. Any express frame can preempt all preemptable frames,
. Any mpFrame has higher priority than all bpFrames and
therefore, can preempt these,
. Frames from the same class cannot preempt each other.
With the above assumptions and contraints, we investigate
the feasibility of supporting multi-level preemption to limit the
blocking of mpFrames by bpFrames.

Fig. 3: The MAC merge sublayer managing service interfaces.
medium priority frame, which may be important to the smooth
operation of a real-time application, can be blocked by a large
lower priority frame (green frame) if both share the pMAC
interface. This is because a preempted frame must complete
its transmission before any other non-express frame can be
transmitted. Consequently, this limitation has a negative effect
on medium priority frames that are not uncommon in realtime applications. Note that if the medium priority frame was
instead classified as express, then it could block more urgent
frames, thereby defeating the whole purpose of introducing
express frames in the first place.
Most work in the literature on this topic have been studying
the effect of frame preemption on worst-case end-to-end
transmission delays. The authors in [5] and [3], for example,
showed that frame preemption reduces the transmission delays
of express traffic significantly, but it has adverse effect on
preemptable traffic. Thiele and Ernst [3] presented a Compositional Based Analysis (CPA) to provide guarantee on the
end-to-end transmission delay of ethernet traffic with onelevel preemption under Standard Ethernet and Time Sensitive
Networking (TSN). To the best of our knowledge, no work
has investigated the feasibility of multiple preemption levels
on ethernet networks, especially for the scheduled traffic that
are non-express, but with stringent timing constraints. In this
work, we consider three levels of priorities and 2 levels of preemption to investigate the feasibility of multi-level preemption
in ethernet.

III. P REEMPTION IN E THERNET N ETWORKS
Preemption occurs at the MAC merge sublayer, which is between the physical and the MAC layers (See Fig. 3). Frames at
this sublayer are called mFrames. The sublayer may preempt a
preemptable mFrame currently being transmitted and may also
prevent it from starting its transmission citeStandard802.3br2016. Before each mFrame transmission, the sublayer verifies
if the next switch/node supports preemption by performing a
verification operation (see citeStandard802.3br-2016, page 42
for details). Preemption capability is enabled only after the
verification operation confirms that it is supported. When this
is the case, additional information are added to the mFrame
headers, describing its preemption characteristics. In addition,
it is important to preserve the ethernet frame format when
mFrames are preempted. IEEE 802.3br ensures this by defining mFrame formats in a preemption enabled environment.
Fig. 4 shows that express frames (see Fig. 4b) differ from
normal MAC frames (see Fig. 4a) by only 1 octet, referred
to as “Start Frame Delimiter” (SFD) by replacing the MAC
frame SFD with “Start Mframe Delimiter-Express” (SMD-E)
in the frame format. In practice, the SFD and SMD-E have
the same value. Similarly, a preemptable frame that is not
preempted (see Fig. 4c) differs from a normal MAC frame
only in that the SFD is replaced with “Start MFrame Delimiter
Start Fragment” (SMD-Sx). When a frame is preempted, the

II. P ROBLEM STATEMENT
We consider a network traffic consisting of n streams
s1 , s2 , . . . , sn partitioned into traffic classes: express traffic,
medium priority preemptable traffic (mpFrames) and Best Effort preemptable traffic (bpFrames). Stream si , with i ∈ [1, n],
consists of a potentially infinite number of frames sji (j ≥ 1)
with an inter-arrival time of at least Ti units between two
consecutive frames. Frame sji is characterised by its arrival
time aji and its size cji . Express traffic frames have very strict
timing requirements. Preemptable traffic frames are divided
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additional frame filtering mechanism would be required for
multi-level preemption.
We believe that the current preemptable frames format in
the standards [6] is sufficient to handle multi-level preemption.
To this end, we recommend that new values be defined for the
one octet SMD contained in the header (See Fig. 4) to support
more preemption levels. The standard currently defines eleven
values for this octet. Additional values can be defined to check
the level of preemption supported by the next node and to
indicate the frame preemption levels.
We believe that a switch node supporting multi-level preemption can interoperate with those supporting only one-level
or no preemption at all. With the new recommended SMD
values, the MAC merge sublayer will be able to verify if the
next node supports preemption and if this is the case, how
many levels are supported. If just one level of preemption
is supported, then all preemptable frames are transmitted on a
single pMAC interface and multi-level preemption is disabled.
In this case, all non-express frames are treated as preemptable
frames and will not preempt each other. In the case preemption
is not supported at all, frames are transmitted as already
specified in the IEEE 802.1Q standards.

first fragment of the frame differs from a non preempted
preemptable frame only in that the error checking code (FCS)
of the fragment is replaced with a newly generated mFrame
error checking code (mCRC) by the MAC merge sublayer
(see Fig. 4d). All other fragment headers only contain a
preamble, “Start Mframe Delimiter for Continuation fragment”
(SMD-Cx) and frag count (see Fig. 4e) to track subsequent
fragments. The last fragment ends with the FCS of the original
preempted frame (see Fig. 4f).
At the receiving node, a Medium Independed Interface
(xMII) inspects the SMD for each frame upon arrival. The
value of the SMD indicates whether the received frame is express or preemptable [1]. Express frames (containing SMD-E)
are processed by an Express Filter and preemptable frames by
a “Receive processing” construct. Receive processing ensures
that fragments of a preempted frame are received completely
and in correct order using the mCRC and the frag count. The
mCRC is computed such that all fragments of a preempted
frame end with the same mCRC, except the last one which
ends with the original frame FCS. Frag count is used to
monitor the correct order of frame arrivals and to detect
missing frames. A mismatch in the mCRC after a sequence of
arrival of fragments indicates the end of the reception of the
preempted frame, i.e., the last fragment has been received and
the frame transmission is complete.

V. E XPECTED R ESULTS AND C ONCLUSION
At this stage of this Work-in-Progress, we examined the
feasibility of multi-level preemption in ethernet networks and
provided a set of recommendations. Now, we seek to develop
a formal worst case transmission delay analysis of frames
assuming multi-level preemption and conduct experiments
to demonstrate its effectiveness in time sensitive ethernet
networks. An improvement is expected for medium priority
frames with affordable preemption overhead in terms of buffer
size and SMD definitions.

IV. F EASIBILITY OF M ULTI - LEVEL P REEMPTION AND
R ECOMMENDATIONS
If an mFrame containing SMD-Sx (signalling the start of
the transmission of a new preemptable frame) arrives at a
node and Receive processing has not completed the reception
of a previous preempted frame, Receive processing ensures
that the MAC detects a “FrameCheckError” in the partially
received frame (see [1], page 44). This mechanism implies
that the node can detect the start of another preemptable
frame, which is important to support multi-level preemption.
Although the start of another preemptable frame would be
flagged as an error, the IEEE 802.3br standard states that
other techniques may be employed to respond to an incomplete
frame transmission as long as the MAC behaves as though a
FrameCheckError occurred. This submission opens the door
to multi-level preemption specification, while still conforming
to the standard. To this end, we recommend the specification
of a mechanism to ensure the transmission of a frame in a
higher preemption class without jeopardizing the integrity of
the preempted frame. This operation should be performed such
that the receiver node/switch correctly resumes the reception
of the preempted frame later on.
The standards do not describe any mechanism to reassemble
more than one frame in a buffer. We recommend the specification of such a mechanism to enable multi-level preemption as
the buffer must be able to correctly reassemble and transmit
a second frame, while already containing fragments of a first
frame. In addition, the xMII that separates express frames from
preemptable frames can be configured to distinguish between
different priority levels for preemptable frames. As such, no
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Abstract—Virtualization via a Hierarchical Real-Time System
(HiRTS) is gaining popularity in recent years. This paper
introduces a Centralized Task-Partition Architecture to connect
the two levels of an HiRTS whose resource level adopts the
Regularity-based Resource Partition (RRP) Model. Based on this
architecture, we propose two models. The Regular-Partition Periodic Task Mapping (RPM) Model aims at mapping periodic tasks
to regular partitions online. The Regular-Partition Compositional
Task Mapping (RCM), on the contrary, considers the mapping
of both periodic and sporadic tasks to regular partitions. As the
first attempt to map tasks to partitions based on RRP model,
this paper presents how RPM and RCM are modeled with ideas
from online Multiple Knapsack Problem (MKP). Thus, this paper
completes the full picture of a RRP-based HiRTS.

Physical Resources
Resource Level:
Resource Partitioning
VM 1

VM k

Partition 1

Partition 2

...

Partition m

Task 3

...

Task N

Task Level:
Task Accommodation

Task 1

Task 2

Fig. 1. A two-level resource partitioning framework.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Virtualization is being increasingly applied in embedded
systems as it can enhance the reliability [1], improve flexibility
[2] and handle thermal exposures of MultiProcessor Systemon-Chip (MPSoC) at the architecture level [3]. In a twolevel Hierarchical Real Time System (HiRTS) [4], there are
two levels: the resource level and the task level. This paper
proposes an architecture and two models for connecting the
resource and task levels while maintaining the transparency
between them to enhance the flexibility of the model. This paper adopts Regularity-based Resource Partition (RRP) Model
in the resource level. Since RRP model has been decently
studied these years[5, 6, 7], the specifically designed bridge
between the task and resource levels introduced in this paper,
shall complete the whole picture of the RRP-based HiRTS.
A few models have been proposed for the resource level: the
Periodic Model [8], the Bounded-Delay Model [9], the Explicit
Deadline Periodic (EDP) Model [10] and the Regularity-based
Resource Partition (RRP) Model [5]. Amongst all the aforementioned models, RRP can utilize the resources with less
deviation between the ideal and the actual resource allocation
[7]. Hence, this paper adopts RRP for the resource level.
The RRP Model divides physical resources into different
partitions. As shown in the example in Fig. 1, a Virtual
Machine (VM) may contain multiple partitions, e.g., VM1
contains partitions 1 and 2 [2]. Besides, a task on a certain VM
is mapped only to a partition contained by this VM, e.g., Task
1 and 2 are mapped to Partition 1. Several studies have been
∗ The first author and the second author have made equal contributions.
† Supported in part by the US National Science Foundation under Award
No. 1219082.

done on the RRP Model, e.g., [5] and [6], which theoretically
introduce how partitions in RRP are defined by the parameters
Availability Factor and Supply Regularity. Better scheduling
algorithms based on RRP are also proposed for single core
[6] and multi-core scenarios [11], which greatly increase the
utilization of the physical resources. Li and Cheng [7] also
prove that uniprocessor scheduling algorithms can be directly
reused for task scheduling on a single partition.
However, as stated before, a virtual machine may contain
several partitions, each with different computational power.
How to schedule tasks on different partitions has received
little attention. This paper proposes a centralized task-partition
architecture connecting the resource level and the task level
based on the RRP Model. Usage of Shared Memory segment
(SM) to map tasks to partitions, also enables transparency between the two levels by maintaining code level independence.
Based on this architecture, we correlate the model of mapping periodic tasks to regular partitions to the model of online
Multiple Knapsack Problem (MKP), which further enables
us to develop the Regular-Partition Periodic Task Mapping
(RPM) Model. Considering that RPM only takes periodic tasks
into count, which is not quite realistic, we further propose the
Regular-Partition Compositional Task Mapping (RCM) Model
to map both sporadic and periodic tasks to regular partitions.
Being the first ever attempt to map a task to a partition based
on RRP Model, this paper borrows certain ideas from different
variants of online MKP [12]. Though the work is still under
progress, We have already proved that a simple strategy Best
Fit can reach a constant competitive ratio of 12 for RPM under
certain type of inputs. This paper introduces the architecture
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in Section II and the two models, together with the evaluation
of them in Section III.

Partition 1

B. The advantages of TM
Due to the real-time constraints, tasks are supposed to be
mapped to a certain partition when they arrive. Adopting a
TM reduces the number of communication channels needed
for communication. Besides, since partitions are set when the
system boots, the shared memory between TM and partitions
can also be built in advance and initial information of partitions
can be stored in TM at the very beginning. By doing so,
the time taken to map a task to its assigned partition can
be significantly reduced. Next, we discuss the efficiency of
deploying the shared memory segment.
C. Shared Memory Segment (SM)
The dispatching of task request to the assigned partition post
mapping can thus be implemented either using the concept of
pipes or Shared Memory (SM). However, pipe is limited to the
communication between two processes with the same parent
process. Hence, SM suits the scenarios where processes are
independent from one another better. Also, as the message
packet that has to be sent across is quite large in size, usage
of SM can be beneficial and efficient at the same time. The
dispatch() using SM shall be dealt in detail in the future work.
III. R EGULAR -PARTITION TASK M APPING M ODELS
In this section, we consider how to map periodic tasks and
sporadic tasks to a set of regular partitions. To begin with, we
briefly review the RRP Model first.

Partition m

dispatch()

II. C ENTRALIZED TASK -PARTITION A RCHITECTURE
The bridge between the resource level and the task level
becomes increasingly vital as there is a pressing need for
partitions in resource level to accommodate the incoming task
requests. In this section, we first introduce how the allocation
of tasks to partitions are done. Then we discuss the method
of implementing the architecture.
A. Task Manager (TM)
TM is a platform where tasks are uploaded and mapped as
shown in Fig. 2. All tasks shall upload their information (Worst
Case Execution times, Arrival times, Relative deadlines and
etc.) in upload() to TM. TM then queues up all the requests
in a large queue(s) and performs mapping (map()) on each
available task request in the queue one by one. Discussion
concerning the size of the queue will be presented in the future
work. The function map() maps the incoming task to a suitable
partition. It also updates the partition information when the
previous task is mapped to a partition so that the current task
request is well aware of the changes at the partition level.
Post mapping, the task requests are dispatched (dispatch())
to their assigned partitions through shared memory segment
model. Hence, after mapping, the task request shall have a
new field appended to the request i.e., Partition ID along with
the existing task information.
How the mapping is performed in map() is discussed in
Section III. Next discuss the efficiency of the mechanism.

...

Task Manager
...

map()

upload()
Task 1

...

Task n

Fig. 2. Centralized Task-Partition Architecture .

A. A Brief Review in RRP Model
The RRP Model divides physical resources into different
partitions. Each partition Pi is characterized by the availability
factor αi and the supply regularity ki . αi is the ratio of time
units Pi takes during a hyper period in a physical resource.
Suppose a partition occupies a CPU core, then its availability
factor would be 1. The availability factor is always less than
or equal to 1 [6].
Let Si (t) denote the time units Pi takes before time t. Then
we can define the instant regularity [6] to be Iri (t) = S(t) −
tαi . Accordingly, we can define the supply regularity ki .
ki = dmax Iri (t) − min Iri (t)e

(1)

With Equation 1, we can see the supply regularity, which is
an integer no smaller than 1, bounds the deviation between
the ideal and the actual resource allocation. Depending on the
value of ki , Pi can be a regular partition (ki = 1) or an
irregular partition (ki > 1).
Here we present the characteristic that only regular partitions possess, with the following theorem.
Theorem 1: A regular partition Pi can guarantee that it owns
at least one time unit every α1i time units.
Theorem 1 indicates regular partitions can be well utilized
and predicted with merely the availability factors and the
supply regularities. Further details supporting theorem 1 shall
be dealt in detail in future work. In next subsection, we will
show how the characteristics shown in theorem 1 can be
utilized to simplify the mapping problem.
B. Regular-Partition Periodic Task Mapping (RPM)
In this subsection, we consider how to map periodic tasks to
regular partitions. To accomplish the goal, we first show how
to perform the schedulability test for a task set on a partition
with merely partition’s availability factor and supply regularity.
To judge whether mapping a periodic task to a regular
partition is schedulable or not, having knowledge of the
partition’s availability factor and supply regularity is sufficient.
We first define a periodic task set T , element j in which
Tj = (cj , dj , pj , Rj ) where cj stands for Worst Case Execution Time (WCET), dj for the relative deadline, pj for the
period and Rj for arrival time of Tj . No information about Tj
shall be known before it arrives.
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Theorem 2: A task set T is schedulable on a regular partition
Pi iff
|T |
X
cj
≤ αi
(2)
min{d
j , pj }
j=1

The Proof of Theorem 2 will be given in the future work. With
Theorem 2, we can reduce the problem of mapping periodic
tasks to regular partitions into an online MKP.
First, we review the definition of an online MKP problem.
Each item is defined by its size, value and arrival time while
each bin is defined by its capacity. The sum of the sizes of
the items placed in a certain bin cannot exceed the capacity
of the bin. When an item is successfully placed, we gain its
value as a reward. The goal is to maximize the values gained
[12].
Here, partition is a bin, whose capacity is its availability
factor while a periodic task Tj is an item with a size of
cj
min{dj ,pj } . As for the value of Tj , we have two different
assumptions. If we assume each task to be equally important
to the system, values obtained on putting any task into a bin
remain the same, i.e., 1. With this assumption, the mapping
problem is thus reduced to the unit case of online MKP [12].
On the other hand, if our primary goal is to maximize the
utilization ratio of physical resources, we set the value of a
c
task to be the same as its size min{djj ,pj } . Such an assumption
corresponds to the proportional case of online MKP [12].
Besides, in this online mapping problem, without knowledge
of the future, the system will not abandon a task actively unless
there is no space for the task. This resembles the setting of
the Fair Bin variant of online MKP [13].
This is the RPM model derived from online MKP. Algorithms for the two variants of the RPM Model and the analysis
of these algorithms will be presented in the future work.
C. Regular-Partition Compositional Task Mapping
In last subsection, the absence of sporadic tasks in the task
set brings in decent simplification to the model. However,
RPM is not realistic enough as sporadic tasks are important in
real-time systems. In this subsection, we attempt to formulate
a new model Regular-Partition Compositional Task Mapping
(RCM), with both periodic and sporadic tasks considered.
Unlike periodic tasks, sporadic tasks are not that predictable.
Therefore, we regard sporadic tasks as single-instance tasks in
our model since it is not worthy to hold the resources for the
next instance that may not come in the near future. Once an
instance of the sporadic tasks is generated, it will be uploaded
to the task manager and mapped to a partition in run time. This
instance leaves the system when it is done without occupying
any resources further.
Hence, we redefine the compositional task set T so that
both sporadic and periodic tasks can be accommodated into the
model. Task Tj in T is defined by Tj = (cj , dj , pj , Rj , Dj ).
Similarly, cj is the WCET and dj is the relative deadline while
pj is the period. Rj is the arrival time and Dj is the leaving
time. To be specific, after Dj , no execution on Tj is needed.
For periodic tasks that do not leave the system, Dj is +∞. For

sporadic tasks, regarded as single-instance tasks, they always
have: dj = pj and Dj = Rj + dj .
Fortunately, the schedulability test shown in Equation 2 is
still valid for the compositional task set. Therefore, model
RCM is exactly the same as model RPM except that task Tj
will leave the system after Dj . RCM problem is more realistic
yet harder to solve as well.
D. Evaluation of RPM and RCM
Closer to the traditional online MKP, RPM is a problem
easier to solve since it does not involve the leaving of tasks.
So far, we already prove that a simple strategy Best Fit can
reach a constant competitive ratio of 12 in RPM.
Though RCM is harder to solve, the fact that it shares
most of the features with RPM makes it less challenging.
For instance, the reason why Best Fit performs well is that
it gathers the spare space for the unknown future, which is
also valid and a necessity in solving RCM. Based on these
features, we develop another algorithm considering not only
the capacity but also tasks’ leaving time, while allocating tasks.
More details and contributions will be given in the future work.
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Abstract—As technologies begin pushing the boundaries beyond what was previously thought unreachable, new algorithms
in the space of hierarchical real-time systems (HiRTS) are becoming more necessary than ever. With hardware evolving at such
a rapid pace, the current scheduling models are showing their
age. The periodic model has been implemented most commonly
due to its simplicity towards resource partitioning, but moving
forward the regularity-based model has the potential to take its
place. Using a widely accepted and open-source hypervisor, RTXen, we can ensure accurate performance of real multiprocessor
machines. Here, we will discuss our current implementation of
the MulZ partitioned multi-resource scheduling algorithm for
regular partitions on the RT-Xen platform, as well as what is to
come and the challenges that need to be tackled.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Hierarchical Real-Time Systems (HiRTS) have seen a surge
in popularity with the ability to assign multiple virtual CPUs
to a single physical CPU. A commonly used hypervisor to
do this is the open source project Xen [7], and one patch
of it in particular called RT-Xen [4] is what we are most
interested in. RT-Xen has given better results than Xen in
terms of scheduling and accuracy using LITMUSRT , as seen
in [3]. However, with the introduction of this MulZ (Multiple
Z-Sequences) partitioned multi-resource scheduling algorithm
using the regularity-based resource partition (RRP) model,
some issues with RT-Xen arise that we need to address.
RT-Xen 2.0 has been discussed in the past, but the newest
version has not been covered as much. This newest version,
RT-Xen 2.2, is based on Xen 4.6 and is compatible with later
versions, while adding a few other features. Some of these
include the ability to swap between Earliest Deadline First
(EDF) and Rate-Monotonic (RM) schedulers on the fly, while
also improving the efficiency of the implementations. Because
of these changes, RT-Xen 2.2 renamed its global scheduler
to Deferrable Server (rtds) and still maintains its original rtpartition scheduler. Although these changes are the latest to
be implemented, our issues with these schedulers still remain.
While RT-Xen did improve on the default schedulers of
Xen [3], one of the many issues that will inevitably be
run into for partitioning algorithms is that of task migration
across multiple CPUs. In its current form, RT-Xen only allows
multiple VCPUs to be scheduled within an individual PCPU.
These VCPUs can have masks to pin to different PCPUs,
The work is supported in part by the United States National Science
Foundation (NSF) under Award No. 1219082.

but during execution this can lead to many issues without
something to manage the swapping safely. Now, if these tasks
being scheduled on CPU-1 were in need of migration to
another partition on a different CPU, they would be unable to
do so natively. To remedy this issue, we have begun developing
our own scheduler to use in the latest version of RT-Xen that
will allow these migrations to happen, which will be necessary
as we move closer to the regularity-based model.
Advancing towards an actual implementation of the MulZ
algorithm, a few things should be discussed: the understanding of the Regular Partition and the terms associated with
it are necessary, along with knowledge of Approximation
Algorithms. A culmination of all the prior results from these
topics will help with understanding an implementation of this
MulZ algorithm and RRP model. The relevant terms will
be discussed in the following sections, as well as what our
objectives are to implement this on the RT-Xen hypervisor.
II. A PPROACH
To begin, we should describe the notion of a Supply
Function, SP (t). The supply function of a resource partition
represents the number of its available time-units from 0 to t.
This is used in conjunction with the weight of a partition,
WP = pq , where q is the length of a time-unit sequence
and p is its period, to define the Instant Regularity, IP (t) =
SP (t) − t · WP . So now, as shown in Li and Cheng [1] a
resource partition P is considered regular if and only if
∀t1 , t2 , |IP (t1 ) − IP (t2 )| < 1
The MulZ algorithm can only be applied to these types of
partitions since they are very close to evenly distributed. The
downside of these regular partitions is that they are much more
complex, leading to difficulties implementing them as opposed
to periodic resource partitions. However, once implemented
this MulZ algorithm looks very promising especially for multicore scheduling problems [2].
In addition to these concepts, knowledge of Approximation
Algorithms is also a requirement, specifically for regular
partitions. Li and Cheng [2] have shown that Extended Approximating Boundary Sequences (E-ABS) achieve a lower
approximation overhead than a normal ABS. The typical
ABS/E-ABSes that we look at and are of interest for the MulZ
algorithm are:
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Li and Cheng [1] have shown that the schedulability bound
using the MulZ algorithm with a First Fit Decreasing resource
allocation strategy will never exceed 0.5. Li and Cheng [2]
also found using Adjusted Availability Factor (AAF) and n =
{2, 3, 4, 5, 7} that these numbers can be swapped into the same
level, significantly reducing the schedulability bound. When
using this set of numbers for n in the MulZ algorithm, we
get Z4,2 = Z2,2 , narrowing the Z-approximations down to
Zn,2 with n = {3, 4, 5, 7}. The idea of using MulZ-FFD is to
approximate with all of these sequences simultaneously and
choose which one to use to assign partitions to the resourceunits. The pseudocode for MulZ [1] is reproduced here:
(0) res units R := {Rj {f actor = 0, rest = 1} : j  [1, m]};
(1) partitions P := {Pj {weight, res unit = 0} : j  [1, s]};
(2) bool MulZ FFD ()
(3) sort P in non−increasing order;
(4) for j = 1 to s do
(5)
Pj .resource := M ulZ F F D Alloc(Pj .weight);
(6)
if Pj .resource = 0 return f alse;
(7) od
(8) return true;
(9) int MulZ FFD Alloc (w)
(10) for i = 0; n  {3, 4, 5, 7}; i++ do
(11)
Ai = RZn,2 (w);
(12) do
(13) for k = 1 to 4 do
(14)
r := the k−th minimum item in array A;
(15)
f := n, where w is approximated at r by Zn,2 ;
(16)
for j = 1 to m do
(17)
if Rj .f actor = f and Rj .rest ≥ r do
(18)
Rj .rest := Rj .rest − r;
(19)
return j;
(20)
od
(21)
else if Rj .f actor = 0 do
(22)
Rj .f actor := f ;
(23)
Rj .rest := 1 − r;
(24)
return k;
(25)
od
(26)
od
(27) od
(28) return 0;

tasks to run simultaneously rather than what would have been
running sequentially, but with less computing power. Our
partitions may not be sliced in a neat way and may even be
co-prime, so we cannot support this just by finding proportions
of VCPUs to assign to the same PCPU.
The next problem to address is the one of VCPU migration
across PCPUs. As briefly mentioned earlier, RT-Xen binds
multiple VCPUs to individual PCPUs and runs tasks on these.
Unfortunately, there is no way to allow the migration of
VCPUs between PCPUs in the current state without masking,
let alone our partitions. Developing a form of support for
this onto RT-Xen will allow for even basic migration between
CPUs. An initial proposition for this VCPU migration is to
ensure no tasks are currently being ran on the VCPU and/or
partition, then effectively changing its pin from one PCPU to
another.
Alas, one easily overlooked concern which may cause problems in the distant future is the compatibility with computer
architectures. Hardware is getting exponentially more complex
and powerful as time proceeds, making it hard for development
on these platforms to keep up especially if not actively
maintained. Surely it is possible to obtain earlier versions
of Linux and Ubuntu when necessary, but once the current
systems are inevitably replaced we must ensure compatibility
in the case of having to use older software versions. This
is not ideal, but the quick solution is to use older hardware
with the older software in case of neglected updates moving
forward. Once MulZ is implemented, the platform is there
forever so the only thing to concern ourselves with is updates
to the architecture so that our algorithms will push on with the
technology, perhaps yielding even better results. Our potential
solutions to these are outlined in the next section.
III. I MPLEMENTATION S TRATEGIES

We now discuss our concerns with RT-Xen and our ideas
on extending support for them. This will be a large and
challenging project on its own, due to the fact that partitions
in RT-Xen as it currently stands are defined as the VCPUs
assigned to PCPUs. For the RRP model, partitions are defined
by time-slices, and when partitioning a PCPU each partition
will have a different computing power. This is beneficial as if
we had one VCPU to a PCPU, we are effectively partitioning
that VCPU into multiple partitions. This allows for multiple

First, the most important challenge for the MulZ algorithm’s
implementation on RT-Xen is the lack of a partition definition
on the platform. We are planning to implement partitions
to these PCPUs based on time-slices using a table-driven
scheduler. This scheduler will consist of a data structure with
three members, and will make use of interrupts during the
execution of tasks in order to allocate time to these partitions
accurately. This is of high priority as it is not only required to
implement MulZ, but even the single-CPU Magic-7 partition
scheduling algorithm from Li and Cheng [2]. Once this issue is
resolved we will implement Magic-7, which partitions a single
CPU into partitions the exact way we have described: based
on time-slices given weights through these approximation
sequences and MulZ.
To obtain the approximations to these partitions via MulZ,
we should start by looking at a set of partitions sorted
in decreasing order: G = {0.65, 0.60, 0.55, 0.50, 0.35}. Using Zn,2 , we can pass in the first partition 0.65 and use
n = 3, 4, 5, 7 to get the approximated weights as 32 , 34 , 54 , 75
respectively. Once these are calculated we take the minimum
value, 23 , and use the n of its E-ABS for the first PCPU. Doing
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this ∀w  G until the last element, we see the remaining PCPUs become occupied and have different working E-ABSes.
Repeating this process with 0.35, the approximated weights
are 23 , 21 , 25 , 37 , and our working E-ABS is Z5,2 , assigning this
partition to PCPU-2. An extended implementation is shown in
Figure 1, where we use the MulZ algorithm to assign these
partitions appropriately. With this strategy, we can get more
partitions from a PCPU than we would have by assigning
VCPUs, allowing more tasks to run simultaneously.
Upon completion of this preparation, we will need to build
and compile a new kernel for the dom0 with RT-Xen to run
the Magic-7 scheduler. Once this step is completed, the goal
is to begin implementing the MulZ algorithm and a similar
kernel will need to be created, except to do this the bigger
issue of task migration across PCPUs must also be resolved.
We must dive into how RT-Xen is managing its scheduling
for these PCPUs and try to translate the allotment of these
VCPUs into VCPUs that are quantum-based. A tracker for the
program counter will likely need to be included and obtaining
the hyperperiod of the taskset may be required, thus something
along the lines of counter%hyper period will prove useful
to guarantee accurate scheduling and interrupting.
Another issue to consider is that of overhead. While the
algorithms discussed do take this into consideration, our
development of an implementation must consider the overhead
of not only the algorithms, but the interrupts and migrations as
well. Perhaps when migrating multiple instances of tasks on
different PCPUs to the same one, or interrupting the scheduling of a task once the quantum reaches our allotted amount,
overhead is there. Because of this, we have investigated using a
hash-table for our table-driven scheduler to ensure an efficient
time complexity.
The final issue we have to consider is not one involving our
implementation, but one of compatibility. With the hardware
evolving at increasing rates, and the last update to RT-Xen
being in 2015 based on Xen 4.6 which is much further along
now, we must consider the operating systems. A common setup
for RT-Xen usually consists of Ubuntu 12 or 14, and 16 has
been known to cause problems during the installation. While
this may not occur until the distant future, being bottle-necked
by compatibility issues with operating system distributions is
far from ideal. Since RT-Xen is open-source, we will try to
help with this issue going forward, but our priority is set on
this implementation with the current setups.
Once these major issues are resolved, we will begin our
testing with LITMUSRT running on the guest domains and our
own previously mentioned kernel on the host. This provides
us a way to generate tasks on the guests and allow our host
to manage how these tasks are scheduled through our own
algorithms, with MulZ being the final goal in this initial step
towards a regularity-based model in the real world.
IV. C ONCLUSION
Up to this point we have discussed our MulZ algorithm
with its associated pre-requisite knowledge and issues of
implementation. Even though the optimality of this MulZ
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Fig. 1. Planned RT-Xen Partition Implementation

algorithm has not been proven theoretically, the experiments
conducted have shown to be very positive [1]. Schedulability and resource utilization using MulZ-FFD have displayed
drastic improvements over the more commonly used periodic
counterparts.
Our proposed plan of implementation is to first define
partitions by time-slices on RT-Xen rather than entire VCPUs.
We will then follow this with this creation of a table-driven
scheduler to help manage the task migration across CPUs,
while also being able to identify and resolve multiple instances
of a task running on different PCPUs. Upon completion of
these steps, we will minimize the overhead of this migration
and any potential delays from our implemented table-driven
scheduler such as interrupts. Finally, we will work towards
future-proofing our scheduler as well as RT-Xen by resolving
the issues of compatibility with later Linux and Ubuntu
versions.
The prevalence of real-time systems is becoming much
more known as we gear up for future technologies such
as autonomous cars. Thus, the importance of a real-world
application for better use of resources given to guarantee better
schedulability and utilization cannot be understated. HiRTS
allow for the sharing of a resource’s computational power,
and MulZ-FFD is aiming to enhance this capability on RTXen. We look forward to presenting concrete results at a later
date, making significant advances towards a better model in
the real-world.
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Abstract—In this paper we propose a framework dedicated to
integrate analysis tests into a model-based development chain of
critical RTES (Real-Time Embedded Systems) by easing their
prototyping to conclude about the temporal performance. The
framework allows to generate executable programs in a target
specific language (e.g., Scilab) of real-time scheduling tests from
formal representations of their algebraic mathematical formulas
with precise semantics. Such a framework is beneficial because
of the continuous evolution of RTES architectures, programming
methodologies and analysis techniques. Our framework is composed of three components: mathematical formulas representation,
real-time semantics mapping and code generation. The framework
relies on standard and common languages: AADL (Architecture
Analysis Design Language) for real-time semantics, MathML for
formulas representation and Scilab for target executive language.
The development of this framework is based on model-driven
engineering settings.

I. C ONTEXT AND P ROBLEM STATEMENT
Nowadays, the scheduling analysis of RTES has been set
up in the model-based development life-cycle as an independent phase that follows immediately and interacts with
the modelling phase. On the one hand, that allows RTES
designers to conclude about the performance of their designs
as early as possible to avoid errors that can impact sharply
the development costs. On the other hand, that facilitates
the use of the analysis tests, enhances the usability of realtime scheduling and bridges the gap between the theory and
practical cases. Several scheduling tests have been proposed
based on algebraic mathematical formulas, such as but not
limited to response-time analysis (RTA) [1], [2], demand
bound function (DBF) [3], request bound function (RBF) [4],
etc. There are several tools that implemented some real-time
analysis tests (e.g., Cheddar [5], MAST [6], Rt-Druid [7], etc.).
Thanks to model-driven engineering settings the utilization of
these tools facilitates more and more performing scheduling
tests through the model-based development, but that can be
enhanced due to the problems discussed hereafter.

real-time workload model. Then, to validate a system, we
generally have to transform the system design (expressed in
AADL[8] or MARTE[9]) into the formalism of a chosen
target tool (as it is shown in Figure 1). (i) This is a costly
step because it requires a deep understanding of each tool
approach. Also, when we transform, we may lose in term of
precision since we adapt models to analysis tools (because
of the semantics gap between the modelling languages and
the analysis tools [10]–[12]). Moreover, we generally need a
reverse transformation to enrich the design by the obtained
analysis results. (ii) Moreover, new proposed tests are often
developed as homemade prototypes, which are not immediately and evidently transferable to the industry or integrated
in the model-based tool chain. (iii) Also, the analysis tools
are not always extensible easily since they are hard-coded,
and even for extensible tools the extension (e.g., adding new
analysis tests based on specific analysis viewpoint) may lead
to get other semantics for the same parameter, hence it can
lead to a redundant or conflictual meaning at long-term.
In this paper, we aim to bring analysis tests to the modeling
area instead of transforming design models to analysis tools
area. To do so, we propose a model-based framework enabling
RTES analysts and researchers to prototype and integrate their
analysis tests in order to be shared and use easily by designers.
This framework can also be used as a teaching-aid tool. In the
following: Section II presents our proposition with a proof of
concept and Section III concludes the paper.
A. Approach

II. O UR CONTRIBUTION

This part presents a simple motivation example to highlight
requirements that the proposed framework should meet.
Motivation and running example: The following mathematical formula represents the response time analysis test as
proposed in [1] and which we will use as a running example
throughout the rest of the paper (particularly in the proof of
concept section).

Ri.m =

Fig. 1. Modeling, transformation and analysis via a model-based work-flow

Unfortunately, each analysis tool has its own approach and
presents a specific temporal analysis viewpoint and specific
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hp(i) = {k|1 ≤ k ≤ n ∧ P rk > P ri }

(1)
(2)

The worst case response-time of each task i is computed
according to Eq. 1, where C, T, and hp represent respectively
the worst case execution-time, the period and the set of tasks
their priorities are higher than the priority of the task i.
We assume that an analyst or researcher would like to
share the test (of the running example) in order to be used
by designers (non-expert in real-time scheduling analysis)
during the modeling phase. To do so, we need a collaborative
framework (Γ) (dedicated to analysts and designers according)
to the following requirements.
Requirement 1: The framework Γ shall offer a descriptive
mathematical formalism independent from the real-time semantics and machine-interpretable. The formalism must be
sufficiently expressive and concrete to exactly express all
typical real-time mathematics equations.
Requirement 2: The framework Γ shall provide support to
define semantic mapping relationships between mathematical
formulas and different RTES design languages. Since the
mathematical formulas are intended to be independent from
the real-time semantics, to have input data for the computation,
we need to map each element (quantitative parameter) of the
mathematical formula to an element type (class) from the
design language (e.g, MARTE or AADL). Hence, that enables
to specify the real-time semantics of the parameter referring
to the design language used for modelling.
Requirement 3: The framework Γ shall provide an engine
relying on Requirement 1 and Requirement 2 enabling to
generate the executable code in order to perform the analysis
tests for each system design expressed in supported design
languages.
B. Architecture of the proposed framework
Figure 2 depicts the overview of the proposed framework,
which is based on three main components: math formulas
representation, real-time semantics mapper and the code generation.

standard for describing mathematical notations and capturing
both their structures and contents. This component allows
(action (1) of Figure 2) to researchers/analysts to express their
analysis tests conforming to MathML meta-model as it is
sketched in Figure 3. Thanks to this component, we can obtain
a repository of tests where each test is represented by MathML
file.

Fig. 3. Formula representation component

2) Real-time Semantics Mapping Component: Every parameter of a given test expressed as MathML file can be
mapped to a real-time concept existing in a given design
language. Therefore, the semantics mapper component is dedicated to analysts to define the mapping relationships between
their tests and design languages (action (2) of Figure 2). Figure
4 shows the meta-model permitting to map an analysis test to
different design languages. The idea behind this ”mapper” is
to make the analysis tests available for users who are familiar
with different design languages. Then, each instance conforms
to the mapper meta-model relies on a specific test and a
specific design language.

Fig. 4. Excerpt of Meta-model expressed in Ecore[14] of semantics mapping
component

Fig. 2. Framework architecture

1) Formula Representation Component: We have opted for
MathML (Mathematical Markup Language [13]) since it is a

3) Execution code generator: Once the test is expressed
as MathML file, the mapping relation with a specific design
language is defined the generator can be developed by analysts based on a template and according to a specific target
language. This template will be used by the designer once the
system (under-analysis) is modelled with the same specific
design language, then the code is not hard-coded and can
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be generated according to the target programming language
(action (3) of Figure 2). The execution of generator component
allows to generate the code during the modeling phase at
run-time conforming to several programming languages (e.g.
Python, Matlab, etc.).
C. Proof of Concept
In this part we show the usability of our framework through
a generic scenario usage. We choose (Architecture Analysis
and Design Language)1 as a design language and Scilab as a
programming language. We assume that an analyst/researcher
aims to share with the community and with RTES designers
the test presented in the motivation example (see sub-section
A of Section 2). First, the test need to expressed in MathML.
Secondly, the analyst should define a mapping relation between the test concepts and AADL. Figure 5 shown the test
parameters and their associated concepts.

Fig. 6. Response Time Analysis in Scilab

related to when and how to use the test in order to conclude
about the temporal behavior of critical systems applied to this
test.
R EFERENCES
Fig. 5. Mapping process

We have developed a code generator according to Scilab
syntax. We also assume that a designer, using AADL to
conceive a system, chooses the MathML file and launch the
execution. The developed code generator will transform the
test and numeric values of the designed system to a Scilab
program as it is shown in Figure 6.
III. C ONCLUSION
This papers introduces a work-in progress. It sketched how
to prototype easily and rapidly new tests to be integrated in
model-based tool chain, whilst avoiding difficulties related to
technological backgrounds and problems of analysis and modeling environments compatibility. The resulting framework
will be shared with the community under LGPL licence, and
it will be enriched to support other programming languages.
This work will be completed by being associated to the work
presented in [15] to help designers by orienting them to
choose the tests that match their needs. We believe that this
kind of work will help the community to capitalize tests for
reuse and also learning purposes. In this perspective, real-time
conferences set up recently an artifact evaluation dedicated to
”accepted-for-publication” papers. This evaluation consists of
reproducing the results of the accepted papers by a conference committee by using mediums like virtual machines or
codes accompanied by textual guidelines. However, the current
reproducibility process lacks to store the test itself and data
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